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4Front Piano module is basically a highly sophisticated sounding piano library. It offers a huge range of sounds and features, with easy to use controls and a cool GUI. What makes 4Front Piano so great, is that it can be programmed by anyone, and thus helps to revolutionize the Pianist community. The user interface is minimalistic, allowing the focus to be on your sound and creative process. 4Front Piano's interface is quite
intuitive and will allow you to create excellent sounding pianos in no time. There are numerous plugin parameters that can be tweaked, thus allowing you to fine-tune and improve your 4Front Piano presets for the best possible result. The software is bundled with a free software that allows you to tweak and store presets. This software also allows you to export to VSTi plugins and MIDI. 4Front Piano Key Features: - 52 Bass, 40
Keys and 60 Pizzicato/Rhythm Piano Sounds. - 6 Voices - 5 Advanced Piano Effects - 8 New Sounds (Pads and Pops) - 2 Vintage Pianos - 30 New Piano Editor Layers (16-steps, Velocity and Various Effects) - Real time Piano tuning with External software (EQuencer) - 3 Unique Arpeggiator Layers - Key Control - Multi-Touch Keyboard Support (Touch Keyboard) - MIDI Output - Automated Arpeggiator - Auto Restart - Start
and Stop Button - Search for presets - Export to MIDI, VSTi, audio and PDF (for documentation). 4Front Piano is available for PC and MAC. IMPORTANT NOTE: You need to have the Microsoft.NET Framework 3.5 or higher installed on your system to use 4Front Piano. (The free.NET Framework is included with Windows Vista, XP, 7 and 8) Trombonist One Chord Guitar Player is a one chord guitar player to accompany any
Blues, Funk, Jazz or Rock Music. Guitar Player has a huge range of chordal progressions and can be used in a variety of different styles. Every chord you need is provided in the interface of the program. Use it for your guitar compositions or to accompany your favorite Jazz, Blues or Rock Band. Includes over 70 one chord progressions for jazz, blues, funk, rock, dance, and other music styles. Trombonist One Chord Guitar Player
Features: - More than 70 one chord progressions and
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Intuitive, accurate and easy to use to help you create killer piano/keyboards for freeware applications. The dynamics of the virtual keyboard are controlled using eight keyboard button layouts. Each button layout is designed to support a specific application. This module will allow you to add a 'keyboard' without actually adding a full keyboard. To make the transition of a keyboard more natural, this module offers keyboard dynamics
in addition to the usual stop / go signal used in many MIDI keyboards. You can also specify the duration of a note (based on its pitch). This is especially useful to simulate a piano roll, without needing to add all the notes of the keyboard one after the other. Based on the parameter settings, you can also simulate other keyboards (such as the French or Italian keyboard), or even a Piano Roll. System Requirements: Windows
2000/2003/2008/8/10 Mac OSX 10.2.X/10.3.X/10.4.X/10.5.X/10.6.X Unlimited MIDI or Audio (8 bit/16 bit, WAV, AIFF) Channels • MIDI Channel 3-8: Any • MIDI Channel 9-15: Any • MIDI Channel 16-23: Any • MIDI Channel 24: Any Supported Keyboards: Emulator -> GB Real -> US Standard Naveau -> French Standard TruePiano -> Italian Standard Hybrid -> Hybrid • For Vintage (Silent) mode, use Quicktime player >
Applications > Utilities > MMCPanel The MIDI Channels of this plugin are automatically changed to 'MIDI Channel 24' to be used by most 3rd party applications. General Features: • Each key on a Virtual Keyboard is represented with an array of eight buttons, arranged in a circular matrix. • To create a specific Piano Roll, please use the 'Create a Piano Roll' button in the 'Keyboard Editor' section. • To display the piano roll,
please use the 'Piano Roll Editor' button in the 'Keyboard Editor' section. • The notes are distributed on an 8 octave keyboard, based on the MIDI 'Keyboard Number' in MIDI Channels. • A click on a key will stop playing it, and add a note to the playing note list. A double click on a key will also play the note. • When the top of a key is pressed, 77a5ca646e
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======================= Currently the module contains 7 articulations and 3 voicing options. The articulations are modeled after the list of pianos. You can choose between pianos, classic pianos, harpsichords, clavichords, organs, electric pianos, harps, harpsichords, celestes, clavichords, church organs, clavichords, and organs. For each voicing option, you can choose between melodic, harmonic or no voicing. If you play a
chord with the harmonic voicing, it will stay in the chord. If you have the melody voicing, it will be displayed in the piano as well. If you have no voicing, then the note is switched out if there is no sound playing in the module's pitch range. Modulation and dynamic options are modeled by the host or the piano (standard dynamics, up to full dynamics and everything in between) or the polyphonic mode. Multiple keyboards and extra
instruments (e.g. flute, violin) are handled by external instruments. Annotations are supported by typing in the composer, date and bar numbers, the composer is automatically read by the program. The internal filter can be set to a low pass or high pass filter. The internal filter can be set to a low pass or high pass filter. If you play with one or more, for example, 3 pianos, then you can change the volume of the individual pianos. You
can play chords with the single hand or the double hand (two keyboards). You can use the auto-accompaniment for guitar, bass and violin. Modulation: ============= There are 2 types of modulation, the internal one and the external one. The internal modulation does not generate MIDI event, it is controlled by the host and can be used with any MIDI keyboard that has MIDI input and output (external MIDI). The external
modulation allows for MIDI events to be generated by the host. In the double hand mode, there are two different keys on each hand. When a key is pressed, both hands are tuned. So, if you press a key on the first hand, you hear the sound from the second hand. If you release the key on the first hand, then the key on the second hand will be tuned. External modulation of the host: ================================ If you
play an instrument on the external modulation, the instrument (keyboard) will receive MIDI events, if there is a MIDI keyboard in the instrument

What's New in the 4Front Piano Module?
The digital piano part is rather big to be posted on a forum, but it's available as an audio file attached here. Also, I have included the midi files of the 3 piano versions, one for each piano part. In my opinion, it's still a very playable instrument. I hope you'll like it. TruePianos is a digital piano that was developed with two different goals in mind: it should be easy to play, it should be easy to use and it should be a high-quality
instrument. TruePianos is based on real piano sound samples, not on a synthesized sound. So you won't ever hear a canned sound or some MIDI sound. These samples have been recorded in the biggest and oldest recording studio in the world (the famous Abbey Road studios in London). The real piano sounds are then morphed in a virtual piano by the great teams of the Moog Music company and the famous studio team of Realistic
Audio (Luxology). This results in a wonderful reproduction of the original sound samples, but with a much lower size and at the same time, this virtual piano will be able to handle some serious music production. To make sure that you get all the effects that real, acoustic pianos have, the MIDI parts have been digitally processed and composed by the same teams. TruePianos is designed to be the perfect instrument to be played
during live performances and productions. Yes, some notes and chords might break your ears, but that is exactly the point. It's a challenge to play a real piano! That's why you need a program like TruePianos that will never overload your CPU! It will give you the experience and satisfaction of playing an actual piano during live performances and on your productions. Not so long ago, the main difference between a digital piano and
an acoustic piano was the size of the physical keyboard, but the digital pianos nowadays have keyboards much bigger than the acoustic pianos. With such big keyboards and only half the size of the real piano, it would be like playing a small tabletop version of a grand piano. TruePianos is a hybrid piano, between real and virtual instruments, with a synth keyboard of its own, a MIDI keyboard and a unique sampling approach to give
you a full and realistic experience. The original piano sounds were recorded from a real piano, followed by the famous Realistic Audio (Luxology) synth approach. The MIDI files are extracted from the original recording and are played back into the synth keyboard. The samples were recorded with high definition audio recording equipment that are used in the best studio in the world (Abbey Road in London). Note: You will only
find the FREE version of TruePianos on the site. If you want a
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System Requirements For 4Front Piano Module:
OS: Windows 7 (64 bit) or newer Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q9400, Intel Core i3 2100, AMD Athlon X2 6435 Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 320, AMD Radeon HD 4570, Intel GMA 500 or higher Hard Drive: 1 GB free space Additional: DirectX 11, OpenGL 4.3 or newer Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i7 4770, AMD FX 8
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